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+= The water footprint of a product is the 
volume of freshwater appropriated to produce 
the product, taking into account the volumes 
of water consumed and polluted in the 
different steps of the supply chain.

People use lots of water for drinking, cooking 
and washing, but even more for producing 
things such as food, paper, cotton clothes, etc. 
The water footprint is an indicator of water use 
that looks at both direct and indirect water use 
of a consumer or producer.

water
footprint direct use indirect use

drinking

flushing

washing

food

goods
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direct use
makes up a relatively 
small portion of our total 
footprint.

9%

shower 10 min

75L

= 1 liter
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other

washing machine 1 cycle toilet 1 flush

110L

10L

= 1 liter

The average 
American’s 
direct water 
use is 400L 
per day.

27%
17%

15%

19%

22%
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indirect use
goods like gasoline, 
paper, and cotton

industry

38%

paper 1 sheet

10L
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gasoline 1L shirt 250g cotton

2400L
13L

= 1 liter = 100L
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indirect use
a surprisingly large portion 
of total water use.

food

53%

apple 150g

125L

= 1 liter
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egg 60g

196L

= 1 liter

banana 200g

160L
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beef 75g

98% of the water footprint of 
animal products is from animal 
feed (cereals).

The other 2% is used as 
actual drinking water.
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<1%

 

Why does this matter?

Water scarcity affects 2.7 billion people 
for at least one month each year.

By 2030, 47% 
of the world 
population will be 
living in areas of 
high water stress.

Freshwater is vital to life, 
yet as our population and 
prosperity grow, so does 
our use of freshwater. This 
is always a concern since 
water is already scarce in 
parts of the US and the rest 
of the world.Less than 1% of the 

world’s water is suitable 
for human use.
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how to be water-conscious
be aware of your direct and 
indirect water usage

low-flow shower heads
save around 30L per shower

low-flow toilets
save around 4L per flush

choosing plant products
animal products make up 30% of the 
average American’s total water footprint.

recyling and reusing products
about 40% of your water footprint is from 
buying goods that you use.
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